
 

 

 
  

  

 

 

Introduction 

Dual Slim series USB flash drive is a general-

purpose data storage device, and can be used 

with Hikvision OTG data cables to connect with 

devices that support OTG functions such as 

Android phones to achieve convenient and fast 

data transmission. We can also make customized 

designs such as gifts/functions for customers. The 

interface can support USB2.0/3.0/3.1/3.2 to meet 

the needs of customers for different speed 

interfaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Features Ordering Information 

 Sturdy body 

Full metal shell, strong and durable 

 Stable and reliable 

It has excellent dustproof and anti-drop 

characteristics, stable performance when transferring 

files, and stable performance when transferring files 

with reliable speed. 

 Slim and portable 

Small size, easy to carry. 

 Wide compatibility 

Support Windows/Mac/Linux system, suitable for 

various scenarios 

 

 
Please contact your local sales representative 

for detailed ordering information. 

Capacity Model 

16GB HS-USB-E307C 16G U3 Grey 

32GB HS-USB-E307C 32G U3 Grey 

64GB HS-USB-E307C 64G U3 Grey 

128GB HS-USB-E307C 128G U3 Grey 

256GB HS-USB-E307C 256G U3 Grey 

  

Dual Slim series USB Flash drive 



 

 

 
  

  

 

Specification 

Model HS-USB-E307C 

Interface USB 3.2 

Capacity 16GB/32GB/64GB/128GB/256GB 

Maximum reading speed 30MB/s-150MB/s  

Maximum write speed 15MB/s-45MB/s 

Operating temperature -5～55℃ 

storage temperature -25~70℃ 

Size 67*16*10mm 

Color Grey 

Weigh 19.2g 

Warranty 5Years（just replace not repair） 

 

 

1. Different hardware and software conditions may cause differences in the test results. The actual 
reading and writing speed depends on the hardware and software of the connected device and 
personal usage habits. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

  

Revision History 

Version Description Date 

V1.0.0  E307C Series USB Flash drive 20221031 

 

Data subject to change without notice. 

© 2022 HANGZHOU HIKSTORAGE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD. All rights reserved.  

Unless otherwise expressly stated herein, HIKSTORAGE does not make any warranties, guarantees or 

representations, express or implied, regarding to the Manual, any information contained herein.  

The Manual includes instructions for using and managing the Product. Pictures, charts, images and all other 

information hereinafter are for description and explanation only. The information contained in the Manual is 

subject to change, without notice, due to firmware updates or other reasons. Please find the latest version of this 

Manual at the HIKSTORAGE website (www.hiksemitech.com). 


